BAGS & TOTES

NONWOVEN TOTE BAG
This budget-friendly tote bag is made of lightweight nonwoven material. Perfect for work, store or play. 18.9” x 15.16”.
$6.49

HEXAGON PATTERN NONWOVEN COOLER TOTE
Made of lightweight, budget friendly nonwoven material, this cooler tote has a generous main compartment with a padded foil lining that can hold 18, 12-ounce beverage cans or a similar complement of food up to 22 lbs. and a front slash pocket. 17” x 12.5” x 5.25”.
$7.99

TIGER MINI KEY CHAIN
3.5” plush key chain with split ring attachment.
$6.99

PURCHASE ORDER:
Fax to 1-847-963-8200
email: orders@JimColemanltd.com
1. The vendor on your purchase order must be Jim Coleman, Ltd.
2. PURCHASE ORDERS MUST BE FAXED OR EMAILED.
Submit a copy of the actual purchase order document with completed order form.
Purchase requisitions are not acceptable.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE E-MAIL

**SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES
$4.99 or less ........................................ $3.50
$5.00-$25.00 ......................................... $7.50
$25.01-$60.00 ........................................ $9.95
$60.01-$100.00 ...................................... $11.50
$100.01-$149.99 ..................................... $14.95
$150.00 and above add 10% of the subtotal.

DELIVERY
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery
Order by September 20, 2021.
For main delivery information, call Customer Service at 800-728-0728

CELEBRATE OCT. 11-15, 2021
Activity Guide Coming Soon

www.schoolnutrition.org/snapshop

Sponsored by the Association for Healthcare Foodservice
www.southcoastfoodservice.org

About School Lunch

Wild
CELEBRATE NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH WEEK

POSTER
With a bright, contemporary design and the National School Lunch Week graphic, these decorative posters help advance the quality of school meal programs. 18” x 24” $4.99

SLW04
ROUND STICKERS
Wearing a sticker will create increased awareness for National School Lunch Week. 2” round. Roll/100 $8.99

SLW05
BUTTON
A classic way to promote National School Lunch Week. 1.75” X 2.75” Pkg/10 $8.99

SLW12
BOOKMARK
Colorful bookmarks are a great way to promote National School Lunch Week. Pkg/30 $5.99

SLW02
HEAVYWEIGHT VINYL BANNER
Make a statement with a colorful 6’ x 3’ banner. The durable heavyweight vinyl comes with tough brass grommets for hanging indoors or out. The banner is a great way to promote National School Lunch Week. $74.95

SLW03
LATEX BALLOONS
Add a festive touch to your celebration with these colorful 11” latex balloons. (Pkg/20 - 10 red/10 lime) $8.99

SLW13
MOTIVATED TO STAY HYDRATED WATER BOTTLE
24 oz. slim design bottle with a convenient push-pull lid. BPA free. Reusable and recyclable. Hand wash only. Do not microwave. $3.39

SLW14
16 OZ. TUMBLER
16 oz. tumbler made from durable Tritan™ plastic material that is double-wall insulated to maintain the temperature of hot or cold beverages with a snap-on, sipping lid. It is BPA free, lead free and FDA approved. Hand wash only. $9.99

SLW06
STADIUM CUPS
This 16 oz. plastic cup is perfect for getting your team in the spirit of National School Lunch Week and to show your appreciation for their hard work. Use in your displays or wrap in cellophane to hold NSLW prize packs! $0.89

SLW07
UNISEX TEE
5.3 oz., preshrunk, 100% cotton unisex t-shirt is perfect for outfitting your team. The National School Lunch Week graphic is proudly highlighted on the front of the shirt. Lime green. S, M, L, XL, 2XL (add $3 for each 2XL) 3XL (add $5 for each 3XL) $13.99

SLW08
ECONOMY APRON
This lightweight, budget friendly apron, made of 45 gram nonwoven material is perfect for getting your team in the spirit of National School Lunch Week and to show your appreciation for their hard work. 24” x 28”. $3.49

SLW09
BUTCHER APRON
Made of 55/45 cotton/polyester twill fabric with 36” waist ties and a 26” neck strap. **Limited availability, order early. $13.99

SLW10
FACE MASK
Made of two layers of 100% cotton - soft, comfortable, breathable and durable. The cotton mask is machine washable (warm, 104°F / 40°C), and durable for up to 50 wash cycles. $4.49

SLW11
PENCILS
The National School Lunch Week graphic is proudly displayed on this #2 pencil with a brass-colored ferrule and a red eraser. Pkg/25 $7.99

SLW17
CLIP-IT HAND SANITIZER
Stay safe wherever you go with this portable hand sanitizer with carabiner clip. 1 oz. FDA approved antibacterial gel with 62% Ethyl alcohol, citrus scented with aloe and vitamin E moisturizing beads. $2.89

SLW15
CLIP-IT FACE MASK SAVVY
Stay safe wherever you go with a reusable face mask that has a built-in nose tab and filter pocket. 2 pack $5.99

SLW16
CLIP-IT WATER BOTTLE SAVVY
Add a water bottle to your NSLW kit for a complete hydration solution. 17 oz. $2.99

SLW18
CLIP-IT nfufu SAVVY
Add some color to your NSLW kit with a reusable food container. 2 pack $3.99

SLW19
CLIP-IT SAVVY KIT
A complete hydration and fruit snack solution for your NSLW kit. $6.99

SLW20
CLIP-IT TRAVEL SAVVY KIT
A complete hydration and fruit snack solution for your NSLW kit. $9.99

SLW21
CLIP-IT NSLW SAVVY KIT
A complete hydration and fruit snack solution for your NSLW kit. $14.99

SLW22
CLIP-IT FOOD SAVVY KIT
A complete hydration and fruit snack solution for your NSLW kit. $21.99

SLW23
CLIP-IT NSLW SAVVY KIT
A complete hydration and fruit snack solution for your NSLW kit. $27.99

SLW24
CLIP-IT NSLW SAVVY KIT
A complete hydration and fruit snack solution for your NSLW kit. $34.99